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Hybrid working
Is your workplace 

ergonomically designed?

Monitor arms 
Business and 
SOHO series

Laptop stands
Place your laptop 

at the correct eye level

Monitor risers
Workplace Ergonomics are 

important for neck and back pain

Create an ergonomic workplace with the 
monitor arms, laptop stands and monitor 
risers from ACT

The era of hybrid working has begun. This new way of working must meet a number 

of conditions. In the context of occupational health and safety and prevention, the 

most important condition is that the flexible workplace is ergonomically designed. 

The flexible workplace can be at home, at the office or even on location. An 

ergonomic workplace not only prevents or reduces health risks and hazards, but also 

stimulates job satisfaction and productivity.

People differ in height, posture and needs and it is therefore important to adapt the 

workplace accordingly. For example, the distance to the screen should be at least one 

arm’s length. Furthermore, it is important that the monitor of the computer is placed 

about 50 to 60 cm from the face, and the top edge of the screen should be at eye 

level.

In addition to the above, it is important to keep a workplace tidy to ensure

sufficient workspace. Our ACT ergonomic monitor arms, laptopstands and monitor 

risers contribute to the creation of an ergonomic work position.

Workplace Ergonomics are 
important for neck and back pain

The right position
• Distance to the screen at least one arm’s length
• Screen about 50 to 60 cm from the face
• Top edge of screen at eye level
• Viewing angle 40-45°

ACT offers a complete 
range of
• Monitor arms
• Laptop stands
• Monitor risers



BUSINESS SERIES
Stylish monitor arms suitable for a professional workplace. Whether you work with one or 
several monitors, various options are available for your desk setup. Monitor arms from the 
business series are always made of quality materials and have an elegant and robust design. 
Suitable for professional use.

ERGONOMIC MONITOR ARMS: BUSINESS SERIES

Monitor arm crossbar stand GAS SPRING

monitor arm crossbar

Type number:
• AC8325 - for one monitor
• AC8326 - for two monitors

MONITOR ARM SOLID PRO

A monitor arm with crossbar can support 2 
monitors, side by side.

Both monitors are placed in one rail, ensuring 
the screens to be both at the same level and 
you save space at your desk because you can 
place the monitor arm up to 14 cm from the 
wall.

Type number:
• AC8321 - for one monitor
• AC8322 - for two monitors

CROSSBAR

Type number:
• AC8331 - for one monitor
• AC8332 - for two monitors

Monitor arm with laptop holder

Movable arms with 3
pivot points for optimum
freedom of movement. Suitable 
for 1 monitor up to 32 inch and 
1 laptop up to 15.6 inch.

Type number:
• AC8305 - one monitor/one laptop

AC8322AC8325

AC8325 AC8322

AC8332 AC8305

AC8305AC8332

Crossbar suitable for 2 monitors.
Adjustable in height with mechanical gas spring. 
Easy to adjust effortlessly. Suitable for flexible 
work places. Aluminium foot stand can be 
placed on the desk without installation.

Handy rail system for 2 monitors. Thanks to the 
crossbar rail, the monitors are always positioned at 
the same height. The monitor arm is ideal for
flexible workspaces because the height can easily be 
adjusted with a wing nut.
This eliminates the need for tools.

Movable arms with 3 pivot points for
optimal freedom of movement. Extra stability 
thanks to the reinforced centre pole and arms.

WHAT IS A CROSS BAR?

Can be placed up to 
14 cm from the wall.

Max. weight is 12 kg per arm.
With incorporated cable management 
system: Cables are kept out of sight.



ERGONOMIC MONITOR ARMS: SOHO SERIES

soho Serie: Small Office Home Office
There are a lot of reasons to place a monitor arm in a small or home office: more workspace on your desk, 
comfortable viewing and sitting position and a tidy working environment. The ACT Soho series is characterised by 
an excellent price-quality ratio. Suitable for small or home office.

Monitor arm home

monitor arm office gas spring

Movable arms with 3 pivot points
for optimum freedom of movement. 
Aluminium finish with contemporary
look.

Type number:
• AC8335 - for one monitor
• AC8336 - for two monitors

monitor arm office GAS SPRING

Type number:
• AC8301 - for one monitor
• AC8302 - for two monitors
• AC8303 - for three monitors
• AC8304 - for four monitors
• AC8315 - crossbar two monitors
• AC8320 - stand two monitors

AC8312AC8335

AC8335

AC8301

AC8320

WHAT IS A GAS SPRING?
A gas spring makes it possible to 
mechanically change the height of the 
monitor arm. In comparison to monitor 
arms without a gas spring, less strength 
is needed to adjust the height. This 
allows you to quickly adjust the height 
of your monitor arm, ideal in a dynamic
environment such as a flexible 
workplace.

Type number:
• AC8311 - for one monitor
• AC8312 - for two monitors

Monitor arms can be adjusted individually. 
Adjustable in height with mechanical gas 
spring. Easy to set up without any effort. 
Suitable for a flexible workplace or at home. 
2 USB ports, microphone and speaker 
connection.

AC8312

AC8302 AC8303

AC8304 AC8315 AC8320

Movable arms for optimal freedom of movement. 
Various versions available for a home office environment.
• For 1 up to 4 monitors
• Crossbar
• Monitor arm with foot stand
• Monitor arm with laptop arm and monitor arm



LAPTOP STANDS AND MONITOR RISERS

2 USB ports. Active cooling by means of 
a fan and blue LED lights. Adjustable in 5 
ergonomic poistions.

Type number:
• AC8110

WITH FAN AND 2 PORTS USB HUB

4 USB ports. Active cooling by means of 
2 fans. Adjustable in 2 ergonomic positions.

Type number:
• AC8105

WITH FAN AND 4 PORTS USB HUB

4 USB ports. 

Adjustable in 6 ergonomic positions. 
Use your laptop as a second screen by 
putting the laptop stand next to your 
monitor.

Also suitable for 17” lapotops. The 
non-slip pads prevent the laptop from 
sliding.

Type number:
• AC8100

4 ports USB hub

Adjustable in 6 ergonomic positions. It 
includes a storage bag and is foldable.

Type number:
• AC8120 

FOLDABLE V-DESIGN

Work ergonomically with a laptop stand 
with a viewing angle of 20°. Handy cut-out 
on the rear side for cable management.

Type number:
• AC8115

fixed

Work ergonomically with a laptop stand 
with a viewing angle of 13°. Open design 
for excellent heat flow: Prevents the laptop 
from overheating.

Type number:
• AC8130

open design

Adjustable in any desired viewing angle. 
Foldable and compact. 
Handy for on the go.

Type number:
• AC8135

FOLDABLE Z-DESIGN DOCKING STATION LAPTOP STAND

MONITOR RISERS

One pull-out drawer for storing documents, 
stationery and notebooks.

Type number:
• AC8200

MONITOR RISER ORGANIZER WIDE

The ACT range has
various laptop stands with the
main purpose of creating the right
viewing angle and cooling your laptop.

The stands have non-slip pads, to 
prevent the laptop from sliding. Handy 
for on the go.

laptop stands

MONITOR RISERS
If neck and shoulder problems occur 
when you are working at a desk, ACT 
monitor risers are the solution. The 
monitor risers are equipped with one 
or two drawers for storing A4 paper 
and other small office supplies. 

ACT supplies four seperate feet, to 
raise the stand even more.

One or two pull-out drawers for storing 
documents and notebooks.

The inside of the drawer is equipped with 
an organizer for storing stationery and 
other little accessories.

Type number:
• AC8210 - one drawer
• AC8215 - two drawers

Check act-connectivity.com for a complete overview of our products.

AC8215

• Reversible docking station, USB-C cable included.
• PD Pass-through port 100W, 2x USB-A ports, 1x HDMI port. 
  (max 4K@60Hz), Gigabit LAN port and card reader)
• Ergonomic design with various viewing angles for maximum comfort.
• Open design for good heat flow: prevents laptop from overheating.
• Easy to carry thanks to the the foldable design.

Laptopstand with USB docking station. The docking station is detachable and 
reversible; it can be put on the stand in two different ways. This way you make sure 
that the USB-C cable from the docking station is always on the right side.

Type number:
• AC8125

http://act-connectivity.com

